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Control, operation and supervisory 
integrated controllers

Both the hardware and software conform to the IEC61131 international standard for programmable controllers. 
Compatible with Ethernet, BACnet MS/TP*, DeviceNet, PROFIBUS-DP, and other diverse open networks.

Open Network Oriented

With the aid of an upgraded data processing function, mass memory storage, and a built-in Ethernet function, the 
SPH is capable of monitoring the operation of production systems and devices and recording operation history 
and errors in addition to conventional FA control. It thus enables you to use the controller for wider applications of 
IT-based remote monitoring, maintenance support, and preventive maintenance.
CPU and power supply redundancy can also be achieved in response to the growing demand for higher reliability.

Integration of control, information, and communication

The released E-SX bus has evolved from the SX bus, a system bus.
4096 words of the direct connection I/O capacity or 8 times the previous capacity, 2048 words/ms of the re-
fresh performance or 16 times the previous performance, and 100 Mbps/100 m of the transmission speed and 
the station-to-station distance, 4 times the previous values, allow the bus to be applied to more complicated 
and large-scale device and facilities.

Evolution from the SX bus to the E-SX bus SPH5000M/H SPH3000MM/MG

SPH5000H

Redundant CPU, duplexed control network, and duplexed I/O network allow stable continuous operation. Control 
systems that require high reliability such as infrastructure equipment can be constructed.

Highly reliable duplex system allows stable 
continuous operation
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I/O control with a program capacity of up to 512 K steps and up to 65,536 points enables a suitable system 
confi guration ranging from small through to large scale. 0.25 ms program scan and I/O refresh are possible. 
Function and performance distribution are possible in a multi-CPU system confi guration with up to 8 CPUs.

Realizes High-Speed Advanced Machine Control

*Only for Japan's doemestic market
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* SPH3000D only

Performance

PLC-MIX value
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BACnet is an open network that 
comprehensively monitors, controls, 
and manages the various facilities of 
building management systems, 
including their air conditioners, 
heaters, lighting, and emergency and 
security equipment. In particular, 
BACnet MS/TP is a BACnet commu-
nication protocol for field devices.

BACnet MS/TP*

Open network at the FA application 
type controller level established by 
the Japan Electrical Manufacturers 
Association. Allows inter-connection 
with PLC, CNC, and robots beyond 
the frame of a single manufacturer. 
The communication physical layer 
employs Ethernet.

FL-net

Device-level open network 
established by the EN50170 
European standard. It best suits 
time-critical applications between 
an automation system and 
distributed devices (remote I/O, 
inverters, etc.).

PROFIBUS-DP

HMII/O terminalExtension unit Temperature 
controller

Ethernet

BACnet router,Gate way,etc.

*Only for Japan's doemestic market

BACnet/IP

BACnet MS/TP

Controller level network
FL-net 

DeviceNet
OPCN-1
PROFIBUS-DP

Device level network

SX Bus Diverse Network Systems Enabling Seamless Access
High-speed process and distributed arrangement of the E-SX bus and the SX bus allow seamless connections with 

control indicators and inverter servos. Various open network systems such from a small-scale application built in a 

machine to a hierarchical distributed system of large-scale line and facility devices can be constructed.

Open network group
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Open device-level network which 
facilitates inter-connection of 
control equipment such as PLCs, 
personal computers, sensors, and 
actuators. Wiring cost reduction by 
minimizing wiring, and multi-vendor 
equipment connection simplify an 
economical system configuration.

DeviceNet

Device-level open network 
established by Japan Electrical 
Manufacturers Association. Allows 
connection with PLC and robots 
using the same signal line beyond 
the frame of a single manufacturer, 
very effective in open system 
improvement and optimization.

OPCN-1

HMIServo system Inverter 

Temperature
controller

I/O terminal Inverter HMI

FUJI controllersSX-Net 

E-SX-bus compatible devices 

T-link compatible devices

SX-bus compatible devices 

P/PE-link

MICREX-NX series 
MICREX-F series 

I/O terminal

Inverter 

SPH3000MG
SPH5000M

Servo system 

Original network group

Programmable Controller



Realizes High-Speed Advanced Machine Control

1 ms scan
· Program scan time of 1ms is implemented by in-

creased instruction processing speed.
· Real number op eration and high-precision position-

ing control have been put to practical use by dra-
matically improved fl oating-point operation speed.

1 ms I/O refreshing
· 1024 points of I/O is refreshed in 1 ms
· Tact control assures a fi xed I/O refresh interval. The 

I/O refresh cycle can be set to 1 ms, 2 ms, or up to 10 
ms, which is suitable for processing requiring strict 
tact time.

· The minimum tact time of, SPH5000M, SPH300, and 
SPH2000/SPH3000 can be set at 0.25 ms, 0.5 ms, 
and 1 ms respectively.

*  For details on each instruction word’s processing speed and tact cycle, see the User’s Man-
ual (FEH200).

Operating timing

Output

Message MessageData
collection

Data
distribution

Data
collection

Data
collection

Data
distribution

Input

Tact cycle
1, 2, ……10 ms

Program
calculation Output

I/O refreshing

Input Program
calculation Output

I/O refreshingInternal Processor

SX bus

Conforms to IEC 61131 international standard
· Both the hardware and software conform to the IEC 61131 

international standard for programmable controllers.
· The programming language conforms to the IEC 61131-3 

international standard. 

Conforming to international standard 
· Conforms to the CE marking, UL standards and RoHS 

directive (conforming one after another) as well as IEC 
standard. 

· Also complies with maritime classifi cation societies such 
as NK (Japan’s Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) and LR (UK’s Lloyd’s 
Register).

SX bus
Tact cycle 0.25ms 0.375ms 0.5ms 1ms 1.5ms 2ms

Max. I/O size ー ー 64word 128word 256word 512word

E-SX bus
Tact cycle 0.25ms 0.375ms 0.5ms 1ms 1.5ms 2ms

Max. I/O size 4 stations 67word 256word 512word 2048word 2048word 4096word

(Number of I/O stations) 16 stations ー ー 256word 1024word 1024word 1024word

32 stations ー ー ー   512word 2048word 2048word

64 stations ー ー ー ー   512word 1024word

Ultra-high-speed 1 ms controller

Controller conforms to International Standard

Tact cycle

SPH5000M SPH5000H SPH3000(D) SPH300 SPH2000 SPH200

Basic instruction LD 4ns 6ns 9ns 20ns 30ns 70ns

MOV 4.4ns 5ns 8ns 40ns 40ns 140ns
Floating
Operation instruction

25.3ns 66ns 88ns 80ns 270ns 56000ns

LR
CE

IEC

JIS NK UL

RoHS
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Programmable Controller

Note 1: The model that supports SPH2000 is NP1PM-256H.
Note 2:  For a redundancy confi guration buildup with a DC power supply, con-

tact our sales section.

Highly reliable duplex system feature 

(SPH5000H)

· Allows you to construct control systems that support 
redundant CPU, duplexed control network, duplexed 
I/O network, and loop network.

FL-netV3 compatible 
LAN (1 Gbps)

Equalized bus

E-SX bus loop

Control network 
redundancy

SPH5000H
CPU redundancy

I/O network 
redundancy

Parallel processing with up to 8 CPUs 
(SPH300/SPH2000/SPH3000/SPH3000D/SPH5000M)
· Alleviates the load for each CPU allowing high-speed 

processing of a large application program. For exam-
ple, the load can be distributed for advanced process-
ing and sequence control processing with additional 
CPUs. I/O refresh control is performed automatically 
even if parallel processing by multiple CPUs is per-
formed.

1:1 warm-standby feature (SPH300/SPH2000)
· This redundancy confi guration enables continued op-

eration without system downtime if a CPU fails. (Con-
trol may temporarily stop due to fault detection and 
CPU changeover.)

· The same program is stored in CPUs for the active 
and backup systems, allowing constant data value 
equalization.

N:1 cold-standby feature (SPH300)
· N:1 backup feature enables reduction of the number 

of standby system CPUs to one, though when a CPU 
fails, data retained in the active system and that in the 
standby system are not equalized.

· Data retained by the active system is not taken over. 
The backup system CPU performs initial start.

· Programs can be intensively controlled by a memory 
card. Programs for N units of systems can be stored 
on a memory card, which is installed in the memory 
card interface module for centralized control of the 
programs. The same processing programs as on the 
down CPU are downloaded to the backup system 
CPU.

Multi-CPU system

Redundant System Brings System Safety and Reliability

Warm standby redundancy 

confi guration with up to 4 

CPU sets is possible.

Active system Backup system

Memory card interface module 
NP1F-MM1

Active system Backup system

Backup systemActive system

SX bus

CPU with error occurrence No. 3 CPU program downloading

Active

system

CPU-1

Active

system

CPU-2

Active

system

CPU-3

Memory

card

I/F

module

Memory cardBackup

system

CPU
No. 1 CPU program

No. 2 CPU program

No. 3 CPU program

Active system
Backup system

Max. 8 CPUs
SPH300/2000/3000 (D)

Max. 3 CPUs
SPH5000M

Common processing time

Figure illustrating reduced processing time 
for parallel operations by 3 units of CPUsNormal

processing

time of a

single CPU CPU-1

Processing time

CPU-2

Processing time

CPU3

Processing time
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SX Bus / E-SX Bus Meets Diverse Demands for System Extension

Comparison of functions and performances between the E-SX bus and the SX bus

Function and performance SPH3000(D) SPH5000M/H, 3000MM/MG

System bus SX bus SX bus E-SX bus

Direct connection I/O capacity 512 words 512 words 4096 words

Refresh performance 128 words/ms 128 words/ms 2048 words/ms

Transmission speed 25 Mbps 25 Mbps 100 Mbps

Tact fluctuation 100 µs 100 µs ± 1µs or less

Synchronization between stations None None Provided (±1 µs or less)

Distance (between stations/total distance) 25 m/25 m 25 m/25 m 100 m/1 km

Continued operation with the line broken (Loopback) None None Provided

128W/ms

100μs

±1μs or less

[Between stations] [Total distance]

25m 25m

SX bus

E-SX bus

SX bus

E-SX bus

SX bus

E-SX bus

SX bus

E-SX bus

SX bus

E-SX bus

512word

Refresh performance

DistanceTact accuracy

Direct connection I/O capacity Transmission speed

～
～

25Mbps

SX bus

E-SX bus 100Mbps 2048W/ms

100m 1km

4096word

40 timestimes

100 timestimesOverOver

4timestimes

16 timestimes8 timestimes 4 timestimes

Suitable for distributed large-scale machinery 
and equipment
Its total length of 1 km and station-to-station length of 100 m 
facilitates larger systems than the SX bus.

Compatible with large-scale, high-speed con-
trol systems
It increases direct I/O capacity to 4096 words and bus com-
munication speed to 100 Mbps, four times faster than the SX 
bus. This enables faster control.

Contributes to the stable operation of control sys-
tems
It comes with loopback and signal bypass functions that 
make it possible to build systems resistant to equipment fail-
ure.

Features of E-SX bus

Supports large-scale, high-speed control through its enhanced SX bus transmission speed and larger direct I/O capacity

Distributed placement is enabled by SX buses 
extended up to 25 m in total.
Up to 25 extension base boards, HMI and other SX-bus-
based devices can be connected within 25 m. (Up to 25.6 
km for optical transmission)

Free topology is implemented by T-branches.
Use of T branches allows detailed, distributed installation of 

the SX bus. Expansion units and diverse equipment arranged 
in a tree structure can be connected in the optimum way.

SX bus implements connecting max. 254 modules.
The number of modules that can be connected to the SX 
bus is a max. of 254 units. CPU modules, the communication 
modules, the positioning modules, the function modules, and 
the standard I/O modules can be connected up to 254 units.

Basic confi guration of SX bus

Ultra-high-speed SX bus preserves distributed installation and expandability up to 254-module direct bus connection.
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Synchronization in the bus

Synchronization between buses

Loopback function

Signal bypass function

Data output timing is synchronized in 
the E-SX bus.

Communication is continued by the sig-
nal repeater function even when a wire 
is broken.

Even when a power of some devices 
is not turned on, the communication is 
continued by the auxiliary power unit.

Data output timing is synchronized be-
tween channels of the E-SX bus.

Programmable Controller

Connection function of the E-SX bus

Synchronization control of E-SX bus

Synchronization
performance
± 1µs or less

Synchronization
performance
±3 µs or less

Channel 0 operation command value

servo system
ALPHA5

Channel 0 
E-SX bus

Channel 1 
E-SX bus

Channel 1 operation command value

Operation command value

E-SX bus

Channel 2
E-SX bus

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

servo system
ALPHA5

Auxiliary power
supply unit

E-SX bus

Inverter VGInverter VG

I/O terminal I/O terminal

Inverter VG Inverter VG

I/O terminal

E-SX bus
Wire break

Communication 
continuation

Communication 
continuation

Communication 
continuation

24 V DC power 
supply

The power of the 
device is Off.

The power of the 
device is Off.

Channel 2 operation command value
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Improves Programming Development Effi ciency

These are Windows-compatible programming support tools 
conforming to the IEC61131-3 International Standard.

Excellent documentation function
· The documentation preparation function has been substan-

tially improved. Not only can it print drawing numbers, dates, 
page, and drawing borders, but also company logos and 
comments.

Simulation function
· This tool enables program test runs using the simulation func-

tion built in Expert (D300win), without using the actual unit.

Function module support function/ HMI coop-
eration function
· The Expert (D300win) has implemented function module 

support and HMI cooperation support functions as com-
mon support tools.

· The function module support can be operated with the pro-
gramming supporting tool connecting CPU module.

Improvement of software development 
effi ciency
Programming in units of POU or worksheets allows the use 
of the structured design method by which a program is cre-
ated by dividing it by functionality or process. This method 
enables multiple designers to divide the program design 
among them so that a substantial reduction in the program 
creation time can be achieved.

Programming of the same techniques as those of 
microcomputers and personal computers
The ST language is similar to the C language so that pro-
grams can be created using the same techniques as those 
of microcomputers and personal computers for complex 
calculations that are hard to implement using the Ladder 
language. Programs and circuits that are frequently used 
can easily be reused by making them FB (function blocks).

Usage

Writing in multiple languages
· The Expert (D300win) completely supports fi ve types of 

program representations specifi ed by the standards.
· It allows the programmer to code the proper combination of 

representations for the control target.

Supported representations

IL (Instruction List)
LD (Ladder Diagram)
FBD (Function Block Diagram)
ST (Structured Text)
SFC (Sequential Function Chart)

Features

Development Effi ciency Oriented Support ToolsExpert（D300win） 

SX-Programmer

Two Types of Programming Support Tools in Accordance with Development Style

10



Programmable Controller

Multi-language support
· The SPH supports not only ladder diagrams but also ST and FBD.
· It allows the programmer to select the proper programming 

language for the control target.

Intuitive screen operation
· Through guidance display and a command word candi-

date narrowing-down function based on a keyword search, 
you can input data without referring to the manual.

· You can select the proper input mode according to the situ-
ation from functions such as mouse wheel + click input, 
keyword search input, and Intellisense function input.

Simulation function
· Provided with built-in Standard, the SPH is capable of testing 

the operation of programs without using an actual system.

Device editor and collation function
· Device information is displayed on a single screen, for ex-

ample, in the form of a list of the operating states of de-
vices, enabling you to save time in memory management.

· You can display details of different points on programs and 
edit by referring to collation results.

Resume function
· When the SPH starts to run, it automatically displays the 

position last edited or monitored.
· In online mode, the SPH displays the position last monitored 

and starts monitoring.
· In offl ine mode, the SPH displays the position last monitored 

and enters Edit mode.

Ladder operation for on-site maintenance 
personnel

Supports the full keyboard operations useful for on-site 
maintenance personnel.
Editing and download can be performed immediately af-
ter activation.

Utilization of programming resources

Program and comment resources of the models MICREX-
F series and FLEX-PC series of Fuji Electric can be reused. 
Screens, operability, and programming can be handled as 
if you were using a personal computer loader with which 
you are already familiar.

Features

Operability Oriented Support ToolsStandard 

Usage
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